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Summary

Jamming is defined as the act of intentionally directing electromagnetic energy towards a communication system to disrupt or prevent signal transmission. In the context of wireless sensor networks (WSNs), jamming is the type of attack which interferes with the radio frequencies used by sensor nodes and may be viewed as a special case of denial of service (DoS) attacks. Herein, we outline the possible jamming attacks a WSN may encounter. The main contribution of this paper is the outline of the design specifications of a prototype node ‘Ares’ that effectively defends jamming attacks. Our focus is on frequency hopping spread spectrum (FHSS) and direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS), two of the most effective countermeasures against jamming. The main novel aspect of Ares is that it uses a hybrid FHSS–DSSS approach to defend jamming attacks. We suggest the use of a specific FHSS technique in 5 GHz band with 51 frequency channels wherein the channel sequence is generated using a key (which derives from a secret word), known only to the sink and the sensor nodes, as a seed. Each channel uses DSSS modulation with 16-bit pseudo noise (PN) code. The PN code derives from the same key used for FHSS channel generation. The pre-eminence of our method against alternative anti-jamming techniques is demonstrated through extensive simulation tests. Copyright © 2008 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. Introduction

Jamming represents a type of electronic warfare which interferes with the radio frequencies utilized by network nodes and may be viewed as a special case of denial of service (DoS) attacks. Wood and Stankovic define DoS attacks as ‘any event that diminishes or eliminates a network’s capacity to perform its expected function’ [1]. Typically, DoS prevents or inhibits the normal use or management of communications through flooding a network with ‘useless’ information. In a jamming attack [2] the radio frequency (RF) signal emitted by the jammer corresponds to the ‘useless’ information received by all sensor nodes. This signal can be white noise or any signal that resembles network traffic.

In this article, we outline the possible jamming attack scenarios that a WSN may encounter. We propose the adaptation of a hybrid Frequency hopping spread spectrum (FHSS)–direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) concept on the particular requirements of WSNs (e.g., limited energy availability
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and transmission range) and explain a simple method to achieve fast and effective nodes’ frequency synchronization.

The main contributions of this paper are:

- proposal of several methods that could be implemented in a sensor node to effectively defend jamming attacks;
- introduction of design specifications of a prototype node Ares that guarantees network operation even in heavily jammed environments;
- specification of a new physical layer (PHY) which borrows some features from IEEE 802.15.4 [3];
- evaluation and verification of Ares nodes operation in various jamming scenarios through extensive simulation tests that prove the pre-eminence of our method against alternative anti-jamming techniques.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews work related to our research. Section 3 presents the communication schemes currently used in WSNs and presents their vulnerabilities against jamming. Jamming definition, brief history of jamming and techniques are analyzed in Section 4 while Section 5 presents an overview of possible countermeasures against jamming. In Section 6, we describe the design of Ares node proposed as an efficient anti-jamming node. Section 7 presents and analyzes various simulation results, while Section 8 presents a comparison of anti-jamming techniques. Finally, Section 9 concludes the paper and presents future directions of our work.

2. Proposed Security Schemes Against Jamming in WSNs

The security schemes proposed in the WSN literature to address jamming issue can be categorized in

- detection techniques,
- proactive countermeasures,
- reactive countermeasures, and
- mobile agent (MA)-based countermeasures.

In the following lines, we will briefly present each category along with its corresponding approaches. The relevant advantages and disadvantages of each approach are highlighted and evaluated.

2.1. Detection Techniques

The purpose of detection techniques is to instantly detect jamming attacks. The approaches of this category cannot cope with jamming alone; they can significantly enhance jamming protection only when used in conjunction with other countermeasures by providing valuable data (e.g., the initiation and type of jamming attack).

2.1.1. Radio interference detection in wireless sensor network

Radio interference relations among the nodes of a wireless sensor network (WSN) and the design of a radio interference detection protocol (RID) are discussed in Reference [4]. However, jamming from external sources is not investigated, hence RID remains highly vulnerable from jamming attacks.

2.1.2. The feasibility of launching and detecting jamming attacks in WSNs

In Reference [5] Xu et al. claim that understanding the nature of jamming attacks is critical to assuring the operation of wireless networks, so their focus is on the analysis and detection of jamming signals and they do not deal with effective countermeasures against jamming.

2.2. Proactive Countermeasures

Proactive countermeasures are performed in the background, even in jamming-free environments; typically, they cannot be initiated, stopped or resumed on demand. Hence, they enable instant response against jamming at the expense of increased computational and energy cost upon the resource-constrained sensor nodes. As a result, they defend more efficiently against stealth jamming attacks, which may pass undetected for a significant period of time from a reactive countermeasure.

2.2.1. DEEJAM

Wood et al. in Reference [6] proposed DEEJAM, a new MAC-layer protocol for defending against stealthy jammers using IEEE 802.15.4-based hardware. The general design approach of this protocol is to hide messages from a jammer, evade its search and reduce the impact of messages that have been someway corrupted. The main advantage are that
it is compatible with existing nodes’ hardware (no hardware modification is needed); the authors have also provided evidence of its effectiveness via simulations on Micaz [7] nodes. However as the authors already noted against a powerful and more sophisticated jammer, DEEJAM cannot effectively defend the WSN and the most probable scenario is that an adversary will use more advanced hardware compared to that of the nodes. Another drawback is the overhead that DEEJAM requires to operate and the increased computational and energy cost in the already resource constrained nodes of a WSN.

2.2.2. Energy-efficient link-layer jamming attacks against WSNs’ MAC protocols

Law et al. [8] examine link-layer jamming algorithms and conclude that in typical contemporary WSN systems no effective measures against link-layer jamming are possible. They recommend: (a) encrypting link-layer packets to ensure a high entry barrier for jammers, (b) the use of spread spectrum hardware, and (c) the use of a TDMA protocol. Yet, neither specific hardware design nor a new efficient communication protocol is proposed as we do herein.

2.2.3. Solution against jamming on the physical and data link layer

Law and Havinga in Reference [9] deal with many WSN security aspects including jamming on the physical and data link layer (DLL). The main advantage of this work is the recommendation of specific hardware that can cope with jamming clearly more efficiently than software countermeasures. However, as also noted by the authors, is not able to deal with contemporary fast-follower military jammers, which are capable of jamming FHSS communications that perform even thousands of hops/s [2]. Furthermore, the disapproval of DSSS transceivers is not really justified since DSSS presents many advantages against jamming attacks [10]. Finally, the authors do not propose specific design requirements for jam-resistant nodes.

2.3. Reactive Countermeasures

The main characteristic of reactive countermeasures is that they enable reaction only upon the incident of a jamming attack sensed by the WSN nodes. Thus they need reduced computational and energy cost compared to proactive countermeasures but in the case of stealth or deceptive jamming there is a great possibility for delayed sensing of jamming.

2.3.1. JAM

Wood and Stankovic propose the detection and mapping of jammed regions [11] to increase network efficiency. However, this method presents several drawbacks: first, it cannot practically defend in the scenario that the attacker jams the entire WSN or a significant percentage of nodes; second, in the case that the attacker targets some specific nodes (e.g., those that guard a security entrance) to obstruct their data transmission, again this technique fails to protect nodes under attack.

2.3.2. Channel surfing and spatial retreat

Xu et al. in Reference [12] proposed two evasion strategies against constant jammers: channel surfing and spatial retreat. Channel surfing is essentially an adaptive form of FHSS. Instead of hopping continuously from one channel to another, a node switches to a different channel only when it discovers that the current channel is being jammed. Spatial retreat is an algorithm according to which two nodes move in Manhattan distances to escape from a jammed region. The main shortcoming of the two Above-mentioned strategies is that they are effective only against constant jammers and they have no results against more intelligent or follow-on jammers.

2.3.3. Wormhole-based anti-jamming techniques in sensor networks

Cagalj et al. proposed a reactive anti-jamming scheme for WSNs using wormholes [13]. The basic idea is that jammed nodes use channel diversity in order to establish a communication with another node outside the jammed area. The authors propose three types of wormholes: (a) wired pair of sensors (b) frequency hopping pairs, and (c) uncoordinated channel-hopping. In summary, wormholes may be an interesting idea to defend against jamming attacks but many problems still remain, as increased cost, the need for a large amount of time for the deployment of the sensor nodes in large scale WSNs and the fact that FHSS alone is not an effective countermeasure against fast-follower jammers [2].
2.4. Mobile Agent-based Solutions

This class of anti-jamming approaches enables MAs to enhance the survivability of WSNs. The term MA [14] refers to an autonomous program with the ability to move from host to host and act on behalf of users toward the completion of an assigned task. MA-based solutions do not require the use of specialized hardware. However, in conjunction with spread spectrum hardware their anti-jamming properties can be significantly improved.

2.4.1. Jamming attack detection and countermeasures in WSNs using ant system

Muraleedharan and Osadciw propose the use of ant system algorithm as an effective countermeasure against jamming attacks in a WSN [15]. In effect, ants may be viewed as a type of MAs. An initial set of ants traverse through the nodes in a random manner and once they reach their destinations, they deposit pheromone on trails as a means of communication indirectly with the other ants. The amount of pheromone left by the previous ant agents increases the probability that the same route is taken during the current iteration. Parameters such as hops, energy, distance, packet loss, signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), bit error rate (BER), and packet delivery affect the probability of selecting a specific path or solution. Also pheromone evaporation over time prevents suboptimal solutions from dominating in the beginning. Unfortunately, this system has not been tested in large-scale simulated WSNs (simulations have been conducted in topologies comprising 16 nodes), hence its scalability is questionable. Also the extra computational and energy cost required by ants is not evaluated. Notably, the authors omitted information on how quickly the ‘pheromone’ trails are able to react to nimble attackers. Finally, in the case that a considerable proportion of WSN nodes are jammed then ants will probably fail to guarantee the uninterrupted network’s operation.

2.4.2. JAID algorithm

In Reference [16] we propose the jam avoidance itinerary design (JAID) algorithm which utilizes MA technology [17]. The design objective of JAID algorithm is two-fold: (a) to calculate near-optimal routes for MAs that incrementally fuse the data as they visit the nodes; (b) in the face of jamming attacks against the WSN, to modify the itineraries of the MAs so to avoid the jammed area(s) while not disrupting the efficient data dissemination from working sensors. To meet the second objective, the processing element (PE) uses the JAM algorithm [11] to map the jammed area(s) and identify the problematic nodes. Furthermore, it executes queries in specific time intervals so as to be informed as soon as they resume function. Assuming that not the entire WSN is affected, the MAs are scheduled not to visit the jammed nodes. Instead, they visit nodes in the perimeter of the jammed area(s) that are not affected in order to avoid the security risk and thus the collapse of the WSN. If the number of jammed nodes is below a specific threshold, JAID only modifies the pre-jamming scheduled itineraries (‘connects’ the cut-off nodes to jam-free nodes) to increase the algorithm’s promptness. Otherwise, JAID reconstructs the agent itineraries excluding the jammed area(s).

2.5. Summary From Existing Research Effort

In summary, existing research efforts attempted to solve jamming attacks based on existing hardware and communications protocols [4–6,8,11–13,15,16,18]. To the best of our knowledge, there is no previous work discussing the design requirements of nodes that can effectively defend jamming attacks. Herein, we propose the implementation of innovative hardware that incorporates the most efficient countermeasures against jamming attacks along with a new communication scheme which inherits some characteristics from IEEE 802.15.4 [19,20].

3. Communication Schemes Used in WSNs and their Vulnerabilities Against Jamming

A WSN is usually composed of hundreds or even thousands of sensor nodes. These sensor nodes are often randomly deployed in the field and form an infrastructure-less network. Each node is capable of collecting data and routing it back to the PE via ad hoc connections with neighbor sensor nodes. A sensor node consists of five basic parts: a sensing unit, a central processing unit (CPU), storage unit, a transceiver unit, and a power unit [21]. It may also have additional application-dependent components attached, such as location finding system (GPS), mobilizer, and power generator.
3.1. Communication Protocol Stack

The protocol stack used in sensor nodes contains physical, data link, network, transport, and application layers defined as follows [21]:

- **Physical layer**: responsible for frequency selection, carrier frequency generation, signal deflection, data encryption and modulation. This is the layer that suffers the most damage from radio jamming attacks.
- **Data link layer**: responsible for the multiplexing of data streams, data frame detection, medium access control (MAC), data encryption, and error control; as well as ensuring reliable point-to-point and point-to-multipoint connections. This layer and more specific MAC are heavily damaged by link-layer jamming. In link-layer jamming [8,22] sophisticated jammers can take advantage of the data link layer (DLL) to achieve energy efficient jamming. Compared to radio jamming, link-layer jamming offers better energy efficiency.
- **Network layer**: responsible for specifying the assignment of addresses and how packets are forwarded.
- **Transport layer**: responsible for the reliable transport of packets and data encryption.
- **Application layer**: responsible for specifying how the data are requested and provided for both individual sensor nodes and interactions with the end user.

3.2. ZigBee Protocol and 802.15.4 Standard Overview

A considerable percentage of the nodes currently used in WSN environments comply with the ZigBee [23] communications protocol. ZigBee protocol minimizes the time the radio functions so as to reduce power consumption. All ZigBee devices are required to comply with the IEEE 802.15.4-2003 [19] or IEEE 802.15.4-2006 [20] low-rate wireless personal area network (WPAN) standard. The standard only specifies the lower protocol layers, the physical layer (PHY), and the MAC portion of the DLL. The standard’s specified operation is in the unlicensed 2.4 GHz, 902–928 MHz (North America), and 868 MHz (Europe) ISM (industrial, scientific, and medical) bands. In the 2.4 GHz band there are 16 ZigBee channels (for both 2003, 2006 version of IEEE 802.15.4), with each channel occupying 3 MHz of wireless spectrum and 5 MHz channel spacing. The center frequency for each channel can be calculated as, $F_C = (2400 + 5k)\, \text{MHz}$, where $k = 1, 2, \ldots$. In 902–928 MHz, there are 10 channels (extended to 30 in 2006) with 2 MHz channel spacing and in 868 MHz 1 channel (extended to 2 in 2006).

The radios use direct-sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) [10] coding in which the transmitted signal takes up more bandwidth than the information signal that is being modulated. In IEEE 802.15.4-2003 [19] two physical layers are specified: BPSK [24] in the 868 MHz and 902–928 MHz, and orthogonal O-QPSK [24] that transmits 2 bits per-symbol in the 2.4 GHz band. The raw, over-the-air data rate is 250 kbit/s per channel in the 2.4 GHz band, 40 kbit/s per channel in 902–928 MHz, and 20 kbit/s in the 868 MHz band. The 2006 revision, [20] improves the maximum data rates of the 868/915 MHz bands, bringing them up to support 100 and 250 kbit/s as well. Moreover, it defines four physical layers depending on the modulation method used: BPSK and O-QPSK in 868/915 MHz band, O-QPSK in 2.4 GHz band, and a combination of binary keying and amplitude shift keying for 868/915 MHz band. Transmission range for both versions is between 10 and 75 m (33 and 246 feet), although it is heavily dependent on the particular environment where the nodes are deployed. The maximum output power of the radios is generally 0 dBm (1 mW).

3.3. Vulnerabilities of Today WSNs that Make them Susceptible to Jamming

The above discussion makes clear that a node that follows the IEEE 802.15.4 communications protocol [19,20] (2003 or 2006 revision) may connect to the network via a limited number of frequencies (16 channels in 2.4 GHz band (2400–2483.5 MHz), 10 channels (30 for 2006) in 902–928 MHz and 1 channel (3 for 2006) in 868.3 MHz). In addition, taking into account the maximum output power of the radio of a node (0 dBm), it becomes apparent that an attacker could easily jam a WSN (with the use of small power output) and disrupt sensor nodes communication. The main limitation of the above-mentioned protocols is that they have not been originally designed taking radio jamming into account. WSN nodes design also presents the same limitation. Other types of widely utilized motes such as Mica-2 [7] are even more susceptible to jamming since they use a limited number of frequencies (support of only lower 868/916 bands and not 2.4 GHz band) for communication. Thus with typical WSNs in use today is very difficult to take effective measures against jamming, which raises a major security issue.
4. Jamming Definition, Brief History and Techniques

Jamming is defined as the emission of radio signals aiming at disturbing the transceivers’ operation [25]. The main difference between jamming and RF interference (RFI) is that the former is intentional and against a specific target while the latter is unintentional, as a result of nearby transmitters that transmit in the same or very close frequencies (for instance, the coexistence of multiple WSNs on the same area using the same frequency channel may result in RFI).

4.1. Brief History of Jamming

The first occasions of jamming attacks were recorded back in the beginning of the 20th century against military radio telegraphs. Germany and Russia were the first to engage in jamming. The jamming signal most frequently consisted of co-channel characters.

The first wartime jamming activities can be traced back to the World War II, when allied ground radio operators attempted to mislead pilots by giving false instructions in their own language (an example of deceptive jamming). These operators were known by the code name ‘Raven’ which soon became ‘Crow’. The crow represents the universal sign of jamming ever since. Also during World War II the first jamming operations were initiated against a new at that time invention, the radar.

Jamming of foreign radio broadcast stations has been often used during periods of tense international relations and wartime to prevent the listening of radio broadcasts from enemy countries [26]. This type of jamming could be relatively easy to be addressed by the stations with the change of transmitting frequency, adding of additional frequencies and by increasing transmission power.

4.2. Jamming Techniques

The key point in successful jamming attacks is SNR, $\text{SNR} = \frac{P_{\text{signal}}}{P_{\text{noise}}}$ where $P$ is the average power. Noise simply represents the undesirable accidental fluctuation of electromagnetic spectrum, collected by the antenna. Jamming can be considered effective if $\text{SNR} < 1$.

Existing jamming methods are described below.

4.2.1. Spot jamming

The most popular jamming method is the spot jamming wherein the attacker directs all its transmitting power on a single frequency that the target uses with the same modulation and enough power to override the original signal. Spot jamming is usually very powerful, but since it jams a single frequency each time it may be easily avoided by changing to another frequency.

4.2.2. Sweep jamming

In sweep jamming, a jammer’s full power shifts rapidly from one frequency to another. While this method of jamming has the advantage of being able to jam multiple frequencies in quick succession, it does not affect them all at the same time, and thus limits the effectiveness of this type of jamming. However, in a WSN environment, it is likely to cause considerable packet loss and retransmissions and, thereby, consume valuable energy resources.

4.2.3. Barrage jamming

In barrage jamming, a range of frequencies is jammed at the same time. Its main advantage is that it is able to jam multiple frequencies at once with enough power to decrease the SNR ratio of the enemy receivers. However, as the range of the jammed frequencies grows bigger the output power of the jamming is reduced proportionally.

4.2.4. Deceptive jamming

Deceptive jamming is used when the adversary does not want to reveal her existence. By flooding the WSN with fake data she can deceive the network’s defensive mechanisms (if any) and complete her task without leaving any traces. Deceptive jamming is a very dangerous type of attack as it cannot be easily detected and has the potential to flood the PE with useless or fake data that will mislead the WSN’s operator and occupy the available bandwidth used by legitimate nodes.

In addition to the above-mentioned jamming techniques, techniques for identifying potential jamming targets have also emerged. In particular, RF fingerprinting (RFF) techniques used to identify the subtle and unique characteristics of radio transmission caused by random production differences between RF devices. These unique characteristics can be used to create a unique signature, similar to human fingerprints, for a specific transmission device [27]. In the context
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of jamming attacks, RFF technology may be used by the attacker to identify the adversary’s wireless devices identities. For instance, an electronic warfare aircraft that carries RFF equipment can identify a radar by its fingerprint (given that its fingerprint is stored in its database) even if the radar moves to another location and similar radars are scattered in the same area.

5. Countermeasures Against Jamming

In this section, we present countermeasures that deal with possible radio jamming scenarios aiming at informing and familiarizing the reader with the most effective countermeasures against jamming; the latter will be referred to in the next section, while presenting Ares node.

5.1. Regulated Transmitted Power

Using low transmitted power decreases the discovery probability from an attacker (an attacker must locate first the target before transmitting jamming signal). Higher transmitted power implies higher resistance against jamming because a stronger jamming signal is needed to overcome the original signal.

5.2. Frequency-hopping Spread Spectrum (FHSS)

FHSS [10] is a spread-spectrum method of transmitting radio signals by rapidly switching a carrier among many frequency channels, using a shared algorithm known both to the transmitter and the receiver.

FHSS brings forward many advantages in WSN environments:

- it minimizes unauthorized interception and jamming of radio transmission between the nodes;
- the SNR required for the carrier relative to the background decreases as a wider range of frequencies is used for transmission;
- it deals effectively with the multipath effect;‡

‡Multipath in wireless telecommunications is the propagation phenomenon that results in radio signals reaching the receiving antenna through two or more paths due to reflections of the original signal [28,52]. FHSS, when the hop rate is quite fast, it eliminates the multipath effect because when the receiver receives the original signal it immediately changes frequency, thus the ghost of the original signal (harmonic signal) is not received at all.

- multiple WSNs can coexist in the same area (such environments would raise serious interference problems using only DSSS modulation).

One of the main drawbacks of frequency-hopping is that the overall bandwidth required is much wider than that required to transmit the same data using only one carrier frequency. However, transmission in each frequency lasts for a very limited period of time so the frequency is not occupied for long.

5.3. Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS)

DSSS [10] transmissions are performed by multiplying the data (RF carrier) being transmitted and a pseudo noise (PN) digital signal. This PN digital signal is a pseudorandom sequence of 1 and −1 values, at a frequency much higher than that of the original signal. This process causes the RF signal to be replaced with a very wide bandwidth signal with the spectral equivalent of a noise signal; however, this noise can be filtered out at the receiving end to recover the original data, through multiplying the incoming RF signal with the same PN modulated carrier.

The first three of the above-mentioned FHSS advantages also apply to DSSS. Furthermore, the processing applied to the original signal by DSSS makes it difficult to the attacker to descramble the transmitted RF carrier and recover the original signal. Also since the transmitted signal of DSSS resembles white noise, radio direction finding of the transmitting source is a difficult task.

5.4. Hybrid FHSS/DSSS

Hybrid FHSS/DSSS [10] communication between WSN nodes represents a promising anti-jamming measure. In general terms direct-sequence systems achieve their processing gains through interference attenuation using a wider bandwidth for signal transmission, while frequency-hopping systems through interference avoidance. Consequently, using both these two modulations, resistance to jamming may be highly increased. Also hybrid FHSS/DSSS compared to standard FHSS or DSSS modulation provides better low-probability-of-detection/low-probability-of-interception (LPD/LPI) properties. Fairly specialized interception equipment is required to mirror the frequency changes uninvited. It is stressed though that both the frequency sequence and the PN code of DSSS should be known to recover...
the original signal. Thus hybrid FHSS/DSSS improves the ability to combat the near-far problem [30] which arises in DSSS communications schemes. Another invited feature is the ability to adapt to a variety of channel problems. In the remainder of the paper, we will analyze how hybrid FHSS–DSSS and some of the above-mentioned anti-jamming techniques could be combined in a sensor node and make it almost invulnerable to jamming. We named this prototype node Ares.

5.5. Ultra Wide Band Technology

Ultra wide band (UWB) technology is a modulation technique based on transmitting very short pulses [31] on a large spectrum of a frequency band simultaneously. This renders the transmitted signal very hard to be intercepted/jammed and also resistant to multipath effects. In the context of WSNs, UWB can provide many advantages. The research work of Oppermann et al. [32] promises low-power and low-cost wide-deployment of sensor networks. In addition, UWB-based sensor networks guarantee more accurate localization and prolonged battery lifetime.

5.6. Antenna Polarization

The polarization of an antenna [33] is the orientation of the electric field of the radio wave with respect to the earth’s surface and is determined by the physical structure of the antenna and its orientation. The antenna polarization of a nodes’ radio unit plays a significant role in jamming environments. For line-of-sight communications (mainly used in WSNs) for which polarization can be relied upon, it can make a significant difference in signal quality to have the transmitter and receiver using the same polarization. Thus, an antenna with right circular polarization is not able to receive left circularly polarized signals and vice versa. Furthermore, there will be 3 dB loss from a linear polarized antenna that receives signals circular polarized; the same also stands vice versa. Hence, if the nodes of a WSN are capable of changing the polarization of their antennas when they sense interference they will be able to effectively defend in jamming environments. One problem is that the nodes must inform first each other about the change of their antenna’s polarization, otherwise communication among peers will be interrupted. A method to overcome this problem is to program the nodes when they sense interference or lack of network connectivity, to change to specific polarizations until they establish reliable link to the network. The change of nodes’ polarization of a WSN incommodes the jamming process because it makes necessary to use specialized jamming equipment with the capability to change its signal polarization rapidly during the jamming.

5.7. Directional Transmission

Today’s sensor nodes typically use omni-directional antennas [33]. The use of directional antennas [33] could dramatically improve jamming tolerance in WSNs. In general, directional antennas/transmission provide better protection against eavesdropping, detection, and jamming than omni-directional transmission [34–36]. A directional antenna transmits or receives radio waves only from one particular direction unlike the omni-directional antenna that transmits and receives radio waves from all directions in the same time. This feature allows increased transmission performance, more receiving sensitivity, and reduced interference from unwanted sources (e.g., jammers) compared to omni-directional antennas.

The main problems with directional transmission are (a) the requirement of a more sophisticated MAC protocol [37,38] and (b) multipath routing becomes more complex [39,40].

Two types of directional antennas are commonly used in wireless ad hoc networks (sensor networks are not included): sectored [33] and beamforming [41]. Sectored antennas have multiple fixed antenna elements, pointed in different directions that can often operate independently. On the other hand, beamforming antennas have multiple antenna elements that work in tandem to transmit or receive in different directions. Beamforming antennas can be electronically switched or steered. Switched beamforming antennas can select one from a set of predefined beams by shifting the phase of each antenna element’s signal by a precalculated amount. Steered-beamforming antennas are more dynamic in nature since the main antenna lobe can be directed in any desired direction. They have increased performance and cost compared to switched-beamforming antennas.

In the context of WSNs, Noubir [42] proposed the use of sectored antennas for increased resistance to

---

§An example of near–far problem is the following: consider a receiver and two transmitters (one close to the receiver and the other far away). If both transmitters transmit simultaneously at equal powers, the receiver will receive more power from the nearby transmitter. This makes the signal from the distant transmitter more difficult to resolve.

jamming, however the specific antennas are not yet widely available.

6. The Ares Node

Ares nodes use an advanced radio unit capable of hybrid FHSS–DSSS communication. Ares will also have the ability to regulate its transmitted power. In LPD, operation transmission power will be kept low (0 DBm). In case of strong received signal or interference it will boost transmitted power into anti-jam (AJ) mode with 4 DBm transmitting power.

It is noted that contemporary fast-follower military jammers are capable of jamming FHSS communications that perform even thousands of hops/s [2]; Nevertheless specialized small circuits can make Ares able of performing up to 100 000 frequency hops/s and less vulnerable to jamming by fast follower jammers. To further hinder potential attackers, the use of DSSS modulation is proposed. The main advantage of this approach is that the attacker receives a signal that resembles white noise and cannot detect the communication radio band. As a result, the attacker will monitor the entire band not being aware whether the received signal is noise or actual data (the attacker should discover not only the frequency-hopping sequence but also and the direct sequence PN code). Furthermore, taking into account the limited transmitting power of Ares in LPD mode, the task of the attacker is even more difficult since a very sensitive radio receiver required; even then, it would not be feasible to monitor the entire WSN but only a part of it, unless a number of receivers are scattered in the WSN field.

The band that we propose for communication among Ares nodes is the unlicensed 5 GHz band (5470–5725 MHz for Europe). Since the 2.4 GHz band is heavily used (802.11 b/g WLANs, bluetooth devices, cordless phones, pagers) using the 5 GHz band gives Ares the advantage of restricted interference. Also, as the frequency raises the transmitted signal beam becomes narrower and more directional and covers less distance than for example, a same output power signal in 2.4 GHz band. Some other advantages of 5 GHZ band compared to 2,4 GHZ band are better penetration-scatter of the signal and no abnormal signal absorption by water or damp. In the 5 GHz band that we propose, there is 255 MHz of bandwidth available for spread-spectrum transmission. The same digital modulation that IEEE 802.15.4 incorporates will be used (O-QPSK for 5 GHz band). Ares will have 51 frequency channels for FHSS with 5 MHz of bandwidth each available for DSSS. Each channel will use DSSS modulation with 270 KHz modulating (pre-spreading) bandwidth and 5 MHz total (two-sided) spread-spectrum signal bandwidth and so a 12.67 db processing gain. The resulting raw, over-the-air data rate is approximately 252 Kbps per channel in the 5 GHz band. Ares node as noted above will have the ability to perform frequency hops up to 100 000 times/s.

The sequence of channels used will be determined by a channel sequence generation algorithm that will use as a seed a secret key. This secret key will be derived from a secret word, known only to the nodes and the sink, using password-based key derivation function 2 (PBKDF2) [44]. We would like to note here that the secret key scheme is used for enhanced security. Even if the secret word leaks the adversary would not be able to compromise the security of the entire WSN because she would not know the derivation function parameters of the secret key, (salt iterations, and key length). The above parameters will be adjusted according to the used nodes capabilities (energy and computational power). The salt used in PBKDF2 will be 2 to 8 bits long, the number of iterations 500–1000 and the number of bytes for derived keys 16–32 bytes long. The encryption key may change upon sink request or in specific time intervals or arbitrary, depending to nodes computational power and available energy. For security reasons the initial secret word (which the sink can change any time) it will be ‘hard-coded’ onto nodes prior to the WSN deployment.

A fast and secure way for the generation of sequence is to employ the Mersenne Twister or MT19937 algorithm [45]. The desirable properties of MT19937 in our scheme are: (a) its colossal period of $2^{19937} – 1$; (b) very high order of dimensional equidistribution; (c) the fact that it uses less computationally intensive mathematical functions which means lower energy consumption for the nodes; (d) it passes numerous tests for statistical randomness, including the stringent Diehard tests. Because MT19937 in its native form is

Salt is a seed value used in the encryption of a plaintext password to expand the number of possible resulting cipher texts from a given plain text. The use of a salt value is a defensive measure used to protect encrypted passwords against dictionary attacks.
not suitable for cryptography (observing a sufficient number of iterates, 624 in the case of MT19937, allows one to predict all future iterates) we combined the algorithm with a hash function (SHA-1) which solves this problem. MT19937 for a word $x$ with $w$ bit width is expressed as the recurrence relation:

$$x_{k+n} = x_{k+m} \otimes (x^l_k | x_{k+1}^l) A \quad k = 0, 1, \ldots \ (1)$$

where

- $u$, $l$: additional Mersenne Twister tempering bit shifts;
- $n$: degree of recurrence;
- $m$: middle word or the number of parallel sequences, $1 \leq m \leq n$;
- $A$ is a sparse matrix ($w \times w$) for fast multiplication.

In our proposed scheme, each character of the secret key is first converted to its corresponding ASCII code. The sum of the individual ASCII codes generate the seed $X(0)$. Each output of MT19937 is hashed with SHA-1. Then the sum of the individual ASCII codes $mod 51$ gives the random channel to be used in each iteration.

To illustrate, if the secret word is ‘Ares’ the secret key is ‘91fd7303a0942644b13783ae0f16009f’. The parameters used for PBKDF2 function are: Salt = 2008, number of iterations = 1000 and key length = 128 bit. The seed for MT19937 will be $X(0) = (\text{ASCII}(9) + \text{ASCII}(4) + \cdots + \text{ASCII}(9) + \text{ASCII}(f)) = 2041$.

It should be emphasized that despite the limited number of channels (51) used by Ares, the frequency hop rate is 100,000 channels per second, so its very difficult for an adversary to monitor the frequency changes, to log and analyze them in order to reverse engineer the used algorithm. In addition, the use of DSSS modulation makes the intercept of channels used for FHSS even more difficult.

Ares node will have a DSSS chip with 5 MHz chip rate. The PN code, 16 bit long, will also be derived from the seed as follows: For each of the first 16 frequency channels $X(1), \ldots, X(16)$ generated based on the Mersenne Twister Equation (1), we map the corresponding bit of the 16-bit PN code. If the channel number is odd the corresponding PN code bit will equal to 1; if the channel number is even the bit will equal to 0. Using ‘Ares’ again as the secret word the first 16 generated channels are 40, 15, 19, 16, 20, 51, 3, 32, 20, 42, 19, 22, 9, 49, 5, 3 so the PN code is 011001100101111. For even more enhanced security, the PN code may periodically change, using different channel numbers at a time for generating the PN bit code. This will make intercepting and jamming of transmitted signal even harder.

Post the deployment of the WSN, the sink will be able to change the secret word or the parameters of PBKDF2 for the secret key derivation using the secure hybrid FHSS/DSSS data scheme. A problem that will arise is that once the network has been deployed, any new joining nodes will not be able to communicate with their peers since they will not be aware of the secret word, the parameters of PBKDF2 and thus the PN code. To overcome this problem, we propose to hard-code the above data on any new joining node. This method also guarantees that the administrator that deploys new nodes in the WSN is authorized and is aware of the confidential data that can acquire directly from the sink.

In order to avoid node compromises and leak of secure data each node will have a unique serial which will transmit initially and upon request to the sink. The sink will keep a map of the deployed nodes and at arbitrary times it will check if they status (i.e., whether they respond to requests). In the scenario that a node does not respond after a specified time interval, the sink will assume failure or compromise and for security reasons will instantly change the parameters of PBKDF2. This is the more cost-efficient way to secure the WSN since tamper proofing would considerably increase the cost of Ares nodes. Furthermore tamper-resistant hardware itself is not always absolutely safe due to various tampering techniques (e.g., microprobing).

Clearly, our proposed scheme requires precise synchronization of communicating nodes so as to perform simultaneous frequency hops. The use of the flooding time synchronization protocol (FTSP) [46] in a specific frequency channel which will be predefined for all the nodes and the sink could solve this problem. FTSP is designed especially for sensor networks and it has an average precision of 0.5 µs per hop in a multi-hop case. It uses low communication bandwidth and is proven to be robust against node and topology changes since no topology is maintained and the algorithm can adapt to the failure of a root node by utilizing periodic flooding of synchronization messages. Its high precision performance is reached by utilizing MAC-layer time stamping and comprehensive error compensation including clock skew estimation.

We would like to stress here that we rejected the use of GPS for synchronization purposes in our scheme because of the fact that GPS signals are highly

---

vulnerable to jamming. In addition, GPS receivers would drastically increase the cost of Ares.

6.1. Discussion About Ares Energy Consumption

The main difference between Ares and IEEE 802.15.4-compatible nodes lies in the addition of an FHSS radio unit along with a DSSS unit (hybrid FHSS/DSSS transmission). DSSS radios use PSK modulation, while FHSS radios use FSK modulation. PSK implementations are more complex (coherent demodulation, AGC, etc); hence, they require additional circuitry than FHSS radios [47,48], which implies higher manufacturing cost. However, FHSS systems cannot achieve the same S/N ratio as DSSS systems [49]. DSSS and FHSS radios result in comparable power consumption, although the energy expenditure of FHSS largely depends on the frequency hopping rate.

The difference of energy expenditure among Ares and IEEE 802.15.4-compatible nodes derives from the FHSS radio unit operation in Ares (the higher chip rate of Ares DSSS radio unit is assumed to have minor impact upon the overall energy consumption).

Most importantly, it should be stressed that under heavy jamming conditions IEEE 802.15.4-based nodes are expected to rapidly exhaust their energy resources due to high rate of lost packets and the resulting re-transmissions. In contrast, the robust Ares scheme ensures high packet delivery rate thereby avoiding unnecessary packet re-transmissions. As evidenced in Section 7, the improvement of packet delivery rate achieved in the Ares scheme guarantees its precedence in terms of power consumption compared to alternative approaches.

7. Simulation Results

Our simulation tests have been carried out using a simulation tool (Figures 1, 2, and 5) developed in Borland Delphi programming language. We have examined a variety of scenarios taking into account various aspects (e.g., jammer and nodes antenna gain, path loss, etc.). Unless otherwise specified, the parameters used throughout the simulation tests, along with the configuration of jammer and nodes/sink, are those shown in Table 1. As mentioned in Section 4.2, if SNR < 1 then jamming is considered as effective and therefore packet loss reaches 100%. In our simulations, the power output of the nodes radio unit is 4 dBm and simulation runs last one simulated minute.

Path loss has been modeled using Friis transmission equation (2) [50]. This equation gives a more complete accounting for all the factors from the transmitter to the receiver. Path loss simply reflects the power loss of spreading the energy of an RF signal of a given frequency f out equally over a sphere whose radius d is equal to the distance between the transmitter and receiver.

\[
P_{R_x} = P_{T_x} \frac{G_{T_x}G_{R_x}\lambda^2}{16\pi^2d^2L}
\]

where \(G_{T_x}\): transmitter antenna gain, \(G_{R_x}\): receiver antenna gain, \(\lambda\): wavelength (same units as \(d\)), \(d\): distance between \(T_x\) and \(R_x\) antennas, and \(L\): system loss factor (\(\leq 1\))

The topology of jammer and nodes/sink is random (see Figure 1) and is used throughout all our simulation tests. We assume absence of obstacles and also line-of-sight between the jammer and the nodes. The blue outlined rectangle with caption ‘0’ represents the attacker (jammer), the red outlined circle with caption ‘1’ is the sink while the other numbered circles denote the sensor nodes.

In our first simulation, the WSN follows the IEEE 802.15.4 standard (DSSS modulation) and the nodes are using the first IEEE 802.15.4 channel with center frequency 2405 and 3 MHz bandwidth. We assume that the attacker has the capability for barrage jamming in the entire channel and the output power is 100 W for every MHz in the 3 MHz range. Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the simulation results and the SNR ratio, respectively. The SNR for the sink and the nodes is far below 1, therefore the WSN is completely out of order and the packet loss is 100%.

Table 1. Simulation parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Terrain dimensions x × y (m)</td>
<td>800 × 550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Sensors (including sink)</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network transfer rate (Kbps)</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency (MHz)</td>
<td>2405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmitter power (W)</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmitter ant gain (dbi)</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Node’s system gain (dbm)</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Node’s antenna gain (dbi)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Node’s output power (dbm)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 1. Jammer and WSN simulated topology.

Fig. 2. Simulation results of jamming 2405 MHz (IEEE 802.15.4).
Figure 4 illustrates the results of jamming in the 915 MHz. The jamming is once again very effective with SNR far below 1. Consequently, the packet loss is 100%. The final conclusion from the two simulations we have conducted so far is that for a WSN that follows the IEEE 802.15.4 standard (2003 or 2006), a powerful jamming attack can be disastrous for the network, even if the output power of the nodes reaches 4 dBm (typically the output power is 0 dBm).

In the following simulation, we consider a network of Ares nodes. We investigate a jamming scenario wherein the attacker is able to generate 5 MHz barrage jamming with equal output power of 100 W per MHz. Therefore, one channel of the 51 at a time can be jammed. In our simulation, the time interval is 1 s (the jammer changes jamming frequency spectrum every 1 s). The secret word used for generating FHSS channels and DSSS PN code is ‘Ares’. Ares simulation parameters are depicted in Figure 5.

The overall packet traffic for the first simulation is 10 000 packets/min for the entire WSN (packets inter-arrival times follow a gaussian distribution). In the second simulation, the packet traffic is 30 000 packets/min and in the third, 60 000 packets/min. Simulation results are illustrated in Figures 6–8 for the first, second, and third simulation, respectively. Notably, Ares nodes achieve a rather high packet success delivery rate (∼98%) and a limited number of jammed channels. It is also shown that the increment of the total packet traffic does not seriously affect the measured packet success ratio. The main conclusion from the simulations is that a WSN composed of Ares nodes is expected to operate efficiently even under heavy barrage jamming attacks.

In the next simulation, we evaluate Ares nodes under a ‘heavy’ jamming scenario where the packet traffic is 50 000 packets/min and the attacker is able to generate 150 MHz barrage jamming with equal output power of 100 W per MHz. Therefore, 30 channels of the 51 at a time can be jammed. The time interval for this simulation is 1 s and jamming lasts for 1 min. Figure 9 illustrates the simulation results (packet success delivery rate for Ares nodes). As we can see even in such a hard jamming scenario the WSN equipped with Ares nodes manages to attain a packet success delivery ratio equivalent to ∼45%.
The next simulation evaluates Ares nodes under a ‘heavy’ jamming scenario, similar to the one used in the previous simulation, for variable number of sensors (100–300 SNs). The results shown in Figure 10 demonstrate a statistical independence of the network’s anti-jamming performance from the network scale. Figure 11 illustrates the average SNR ratio of IEEE 802.15.4-based nodes under...
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Fig. 9. Simulation results under ‘heavy’ jamming (Ares jamming).

Fig. 10. Simulation results under ‘heavy’ jamming (Ares jamming) and variable number of SNs.

the same jamming scenario. Measuring the SNR steadily below 1, it is concluded that the average packet success delivery rate reaches 0%. Notably, the SNR ratio increases proportionally with the network’s scale. This is due the wider field needed for nodes deployment, so the jammer has to cover a larger area; consequently, the more distant nodes suffer less from jamming as the jamming signal degrades.

The last set of simulation tests evaluate the energy consumption of Ares and IEEE 802.15.4-based nodes in two different scenarios: (a) under normal conditions (assuming no jamming or interference), (b) in the same jamming scenario used in the previous simulations. The energy consumption model used is based on the findings and the energy models detailed in References [51,52]. As shown in Figure 12, Ares poses higher energy demands in normal conditions, due to the operation of the FHSS radio. However, under jamming conditions Ares outperforms 802.15.4-based nodes in terms of energy consumption with sufficient distinct (see Figure 13), due to the higher packet delivery rate achieved by Ares. # It should be stressed that the results illustrated in Figure 13 do not take into account the energy spent for the re-transmitted packets which would further increase the energy expenditure gap in favor of the Ares scheme.

8. Comparison of Anti-jamming Techniques

Table II summarizes the relevant characteristics and features of all anti-jamming approaches reviewed in this paper, including our proposal (Ares), and compares them in a scenario that involves a considerable number of constant jammers with unlimited power supply, that perform barrage jamming attacks (100 MHz spectrum with equal output power of 100 W per MHz) upon large-scale WSNs. We also assume that all WSN nodes are concurrently jammed. In the ‘defense effectiveness’ column we evaluate the defense capability that each countermeasure provides with respect to the above-mentioned jamming scenario while in ‘compatibility with existing hardware’ column we comment on whether the proposed countermeasures are compatible with existing hardware or require a specialized hardware platform. Finally in ‘expected # For comparison’s sake, the performance of IEEE 802.15.4-based nodes have received a bounty assuming that their average packet success delivery rate reaches 5% (we have proved that their delivery rate in this jamming scenario drops down to 0%, as shown in Figure 11).
Fig. 11. Simulation results under ‘heavy’ jamming (IEEE 802.15.4-based nodes jamming) and variable number of SNs.

Fig. 12. Energy consumption of IEEE 802.15.4-based nodes and Ares under normal conditions (no jamming/interference) for variable number of SNs.

Fig. 13. Energy consumption IEEE 802.15.4-based nodes and Ares under jamming for variable number of SNs.
Table II. Characteristics and features of other proposed anti-jamming schemes in comparison with ARES.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proposed countermeasures against jamming</th>
<th>Type of countermeasures</th>
<th>Defence effectiveness</th>
<th>Compatibility with existing hardware</th>
<th>Expected implementation/deployment cost</th>
<th>Impact to energy efficiency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DEEJAM: defeating energy-efficient jamming</td>
<td>a. Frame masking</td>
<td>Low (medium for FHSS)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b. Frequency hopping</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c. Packet fragmentation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>d. Redundant encoding</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy-efficient link-layer jamming attacks against WSNs' MAC protocols</td>
<td>s. S-MAC: high duty cycle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>l. L-MAC: shorter data packets</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>l. Encryption of link-layer packets</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>l. TDMA protocol</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>l. Transmission in randomized intervals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solution against jamming on the physical and DLL by Law and Havinga</td>
<td>l. FHSS Proactive software</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Partial</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>l. L-MAC Proactive software</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAM: A jammed-area mapping service for sensor networks</td>
<td>a. Detection of jamming Reactive software</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b. Mapping of jammed area</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wormhole-based anti-jamming techniques in sensor networks</td>
<td>l. Wired pair of sensors Reactive soft–hard</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Partial</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>l. Frequency hopping pairs Reactive soft–hard</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Partial</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>l. Uncoordinated channel-hopping Reactive soft–hard</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Partial</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamming attack detection and countermeasures in WNS using ant system</td>
<td>Ants (mobile agents) Mobile agent-based</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAD</td>
<td>Mobile agents Mobile agent-based</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARES node</td>
<td>Hybrid FHSS–DASS Proactive soft–hard</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
9. Conclusion

Typical WSNs in use today are highly vulnerable to jamming attacks. In this paper, we presented Ares, a prototype node capable of performing frequency hopping along with DSSS to effectively defend jamming attacks. Our simulations have shown that Ares nodes guarantee a satisfactory packet delivery rate and decreased energy requirement in heavily jammed environments, as opposed to typical sensor nodes communication schemes.

Admittedly, the implementation of Ares node is not a straightforward task due to the technologies that are incorporated, hence a significant amount of research is needed in various fields. First, a radio unit that complies with Ares standards needs to be designed along with a new communication protocol that uses the 5 GHz band.

Our future research will focus on the implementation of Ares node, along with its testing in heavily jammed environments.
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